
Using SMH10 with BMW Bluetooth Audio System (tested on BMW K1600) 

Below instruction provides how to set up SMH10 with BT phone and BMW Bluetooth audio system 
(including radio and GPS). If phone is not in use, by pass all phone steps. SMH10 and SMH10B have 
different pairing and connection procedures.  

Below is the connection diagram. 

 

*Pairing must be done before the connection or re-connection attempt. 

SMH10B (firmware update supported) 

Paring 

1. Pair the SMH10 to Bluetooth phone using SMH10’s HFP selective pairing method (page 16 in 
user manual). 

2. Pair the SMH10 to BMW BT system using SMH10’s A2DP selective pairing method (page 15 in 
user manual). Once SMH10 is in A2DP pairing mode, follow below BMW BT system menu tree to 
pair to SMH10. 

a. Menu >> Settings >>Audio >> BT Pairing >> Pair Helmet1 
b. Select SMH10 from the device listing. 

 

 

  



Subsequent Reconnection – connections are completed automatically by following these steps. 

1. Enable BT on your phone. 
2. Power up the SMH10 and verify connection to BT phone. 
3. Power up BMW BT system and verify connection (BMW main screen should display solid BT 

symbol; symbol should not blink). 
If BMW BT system does not auto-connect SMH10, please toggle BMW’s loud speakers on and 
off to re-initiate auto-connection by following below menu tree. 

a. Menu >>Settings >> Audio >> Loud Speaker >> ON  
b. Wait few seconds and select OFF. 

 

SMH10 (firmware not supported) 

Pairing 

1. Pair the SMH10 to Bluetooth phone using SMH10’s standard pairing method (press and hold 
Phone Button for 5 seconds until LED displays alternating blue and red light and select SMH10 
from phone’s BT menu). 

2. Pair the SMH10 to BMW BT system using SMH10’s standard pairing method as used in above 
step 1 with BT phone. Once SMH10 is in pairing mode, follow below BMW BT system menu tree 
to pair to SMH10. 

a. Menu >> Settings >>Audio >> BT Pairing >> Pair Helmet1 
b. Select SMH10 from the device listing. 

 

Connection and subsequent reconnection 

1. Disable BT on your phone. 
2. Power up SMH10. 
3. Power up BMW BT system and verify connection with SMH10 (BMW main screen should display 

solid BT symbol; symbol should not blink). 
If BMW BT system does not auto-connect SMH10, please toggle BMW’s loud speakers on and 
off to re-initiate auto-connection by following below menu tree. 

a. Menu >>Settings >> Audio >> Loud Speaker >> ON  
b. Wait few seconds and select OFF. 

4. Enable BT on your phone. If BT phone does not connect to SMH10 automatically, select SMH10 
from phone’s Bluetooth menu. 

 
*BMW’s GPS system will work as a standalone Bluetooth device. Connecting SMH10 to GPS will limit 
BMW’s radio audio to BMW’s built-in speakers. To pair/connect SMH10 to GPS, refer to demo video. 
http://www.youtube.com/senabluetooth#p/u/4/jIOYAlSDqMg 
 

http://www.youtube.com/senabluetooth#p/u/4/jIOYAlSDqMg

